
 

Alternate Contacts 
Email: SendJasmineToTheOlympics@gmail.com
Rachel Pooley rvpooley@gmail.com  | (734) 255-2905
Sonya Vann DeLoach sonyavanndeloach@gmail.com | (248) 399-4979
 
My name is Jasmine Hampton. I am 26 years old, and I’m from Ann Arbor, MI. I’ve been 
boxing since 2007, and I am currently ranked #1 in the USA for my weight class. See 
the USA Boxing, Team USA Elite Women’s Ranking  (https://www.teamusa.org/usa-
boxing/rankings/usa-boxing-rankings-by-division/elite-women) page and scroll down to 
the 54 kg weight.

I am a 10X national champion and I have qualified for the 2024 Olympics. In addition to 
being #1 in my weight category (119lb), I also qualified at another weight class to open 
up more opportunities. I plan to compete in and win the 2024 Olympics, then turn 
professional and become world champ. 

Constant training, and participating in boxing events, are essential to meeting my goals. 
It is difficult to try to work to cover costs and seriously train at the same time. Having a 
sponsor who will cover my basic expenses would be a tremendous help. Some boxers 
with less skill are able to excel because they have the support needed to totally focus 
on training. If I can get where I am without support, imagine what I can do with 
sponsorship. 

I’m seeking ongoing support of $5,000/month until the 2024 Olympics to cover living, 
gear, competition registration, travel expenses. I will also need $30,000 a year ($7,500 
per quarter) to attend a specialized training camp in Ventura, CA. This would cover 
ongoing national tournaments, such as the  Golden Gloves (Detroit, MI)  (https://
www.detroitgoldengloves.org/) - July 16, 17, 23, and 24, 2022;  National Golden Gloves 
(Tulsa, OK) (https://www.lowellgoldengloves.com/) - August 2022, all of which are 
preparing me for the USA Boxing Nationals (Lubbock, TX)  (https://www.teamusa.org/
USA-Boxing/Events/2022/December/03/2022-USA-Boxing-National-Championships) - 
Dec. 3-10, 2022. 

I also need funding for special tournaments. On June 16, 2022, I’ll compete in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland, as part of Bridges Beyond Boxing Detroit (https://www.facebook.com/
Bridges-Beyond-Boxing-Detroit-519529695053375/) (501c3 ID: 814987108) for which I 
am seeking an immediate $4,000 in funding. 
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I have fought my way to be No. 1 in the USA while still dealing with financial hardship. I 
have the experience, skill, endurance, drive, and power it takes to win the 2024 
Women’s Olympic Boxing medal for my weight class. Investing in me is investing in a 
solid champion.      

I offer a good investment opportunity for local Ann Arbor businesses. My story resonates 
with Ann Arbor: I grew up here. I went to Eberwhite, Tappan and Pioneer. I am a local 
Olympic-bound athlete, not affiliated with the University of Michigan. Neighbors tell me 
how proud they are that I am representing Ann Arbor. Without even having a social 
media strategy or advertising campaign, I have 1,500 positive responses and 258 
comments from neighbors on NextDoor, following a post I made in December about 
qualifying for the Olympics. I have 400 more responses in another thread, with 87 
comments, and more on smaller threads. This community is interested in my career, 
and showed that by stepping up to fund me while I pursue sponsors. Seventy neighbors 
contributed $2,200 to a neighbor-initiated gofundme (https://www.gofundme.com/f/send-
jasmine-to-the-olympics), surpassing the goal of $2,000 in just 3 days. One commented, 
“People in the community, including those like me who don't know her personally, are so 
awed and inspired by her and are cheering her on.” In the weeks following, that total 
has grown to $3,535. I’m sure they will be excited to see who sponsors me as they 
continue to follow my career.
 
I want to make my community proud with stories like this one in MLive. (https://
www.mlive.com/news/ann-arbor/2022/05/loss-of-family-members-fuels-ann-arbor-
boxers-dream-of-making-olympics.html) 
 
Thank you for your interest.
 
Jasmine Hampton
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Reactions on NextDoor, as of May 29, 2022






